
Objects made from paper, or inspired by it, are being elevated to artistic heights. Whether 

crinkled or cut out, print’s age-old medium is a material of modern design. 

Clockwise from top left: Dominique Charriau/WireImage; Mattias Lind, “Chameleon 

Cabin,” photo by Rasmus Norlander; courtesy of Dior; Simon Schubert, “Untitled (Main 

Staircase Berlin Palace)” 2010, courtesy of the artist; The Jewish Museum, NY/Art 

Resource; Catherine Winkler Rayroud, ‘‘Women’s Liberation? What Liberation??” courtesy 

of the artist; Benja Harney, “Axis Mundi,” photo by Bowen Arico; courtesy of the Hans 

Christian Andersen Museum/Odense City Museums; Ryuji Nakamura & Associates. 

Unbound and uninked, plain paper abandons its age-old purpose. Mattias Lind, an architect, 

recently used the material to build the livable, life-size “Chameleon Cabin” (top center left). 

Blank sheets have also become calls to arms, with the self-described “paper engineer” Benja 

Harney’s “Axis Mundi” (bottom right) made in support of Australia’s Climate Council, and 

Catherine Winkler Rayroud’s intricately scissored paper bra (far right center) titled 

“Women’s Liberation? What Liberation??” Once upon a time, Hans Christian Andersen told 

a tangible fairy tale in cutouts (bottom center left) and Shimon Zimel portrayed Jewish 

ceremonial art (top right) through carving parchment in the 19th century. More recently, to 

emboss the Berlin Palace on a much smaller scale, the contemporary artist Simon Schubert 

folded, folded and folded again (top center right). References to paper are making their way 

into fashion design: at Dior’s spring couture show in the form of cut-out silk (center) and in 

Gareth Pugh’s notecard-style pieces (top far left). Exhausted by the possibilities? Have a seat 

in Ryuji Nakamura’s Hechima 4 paper chair (bottom far left). 



Clockwise from top left: photo by Elke Walford; Gundula Weber, “Tete Bélier,” photo by 

Adrien Courtier courtesy of Galerie Antonine Catzéflis; Candida Höfer, “Biblioteca Dei 

Girolamini Napoli I” 2009, courtesy of the Sonnabend Gallery, New York; courtesy of 

buymedesign.com; courtesy of Molo; courtesy of buymedesign.com. 

Both dyed pretty colors and in its natural earthy brown, paper inspires seating design like 

pastel bamboo-paper chairs by Zhang, Christoph, Jovana for Pinwu (bottom right) and a 

wildly contorted sofa from Molo (bottom center). Similarly, Pennapa Shotlersuk’s eco-

friendly shopper (bottom left) carries an air of sustainable chic. Of course, paper will always 

have its raison d’être: to bear the wisdom of the world, here rendered as art in Candida 

Höfer’s image of the beautifully spined stacks inside the Girolamini Library in Naples (top 

right). But rooms without books can speak volumes, as the papier-mâché gilding on the walls 

of the 18th-century Ludwigslust Palace shows (top left). Recently, the artist Gundula Weber 

used a comparable decorative technique to create animal heads (top center).



Clockwise from top left: Stephen Doyle, “Hypertexts,” courtesy of the artist; courtesy of 

Christopher Kane; Peter Gentenaar, “Red Plume In Saint Riquier Abbey France” 2009, 

photo by Pat Torley; courtesy of Thames & Hudson; Sindre Bjerkli, “Wasteland,” photo by 

Martin Gustavsson; Kelly Murray, “Phonebook Dress,” photo by Kelly Murray; Su 

Blackwell, “Nature In Britain,” 2012, courtesy of the artist; photo by Jonathan Player. 

For some artists, bound books are the medium, as in Stephen Doyle’s geometric sculpture 

(top left) and Su Blackwell’s whimsical one (bottom center). Eric Boman captures pop-out 

playfulness in his upcoming book about a 19th-century paper dollhouse (middle right). 

Riffing on paper petals of grand proportions are the Dutch artist Peter Gentenaar’s billowing 

installations (top center), Alexander McQueen’s archival designs (center left) and Kelly 

Murray’s dress made of a phone book (bottom right). Christopher Kane’s origami looks for 

fall (bottom left) and Sindre Bjerkli’s layered paper tables (top far right) showcase the many 

possibilities of the humble material. 

 


